North Lakes’ Pool Rules Addendum
6/6/2018
Pool usage at North Lakes has dramatically increased over prior years. The additional participation has
caused a few issues that the North Lakes Board has decided to address. This addendum is being distributed
to all North Lakes’ members in an effort to communicate these concerns and additional rules. It should be
emphasized that with the advent of internet (Wifi) service at the pool this year, security cameras are now in
use to insure everyone’s safety and rule compliance.
The following rules are being implemented immediately in addition to existing posted Pool rules:
*Behavior:
Any behavior that injures or could potentially injure another swimmer is prohibited. Bad language
and/or amorous behavior are prohibited.
*Pool Toys:
Pool toys are limited to “soft” toys designed for pool use. Toys not designed for pool use are
prohibited such as basketballs, footballs, and other “hard” objects.
*Guests:
Guests of North Lake’s members are welcome as long as the North Lakes’ member is present.
During weekends or holidays, additional chairs must be brought for guests if guests number three
or more.
#Vandalism:
Intentional destruction of North Lakes’ property is prohibited. This includes pool furniture,
planters, safety equipment, ladders, rope, signage, phone etc.. Jumping the fence to gain access
never permitted.
Parking:
Pool parking lot cannot be used for any purpose other than pool or other sanctioned activities
without prior approval from Pool Managers Brad Hendrichs and/or Josh Proffitt. Storage of cars,
trucks, and trailers is prohibited.
Enforcement:
Pool managers Brad Hendrichs and Josh Proffitt have ultimate authority over all aspects of the pool. As
mentioned above, pool is monitored 7X24 with pool cameras. Anyone caught violating (*) rules will
forfeit pool use for remainder of day. Anyone caught vandalizing (#) pool will forfeit pool use for
remainder of the season for themselves and their entire family. The North Lakes’ board is asking you
to review these additional rules with all your children as soon as possible.
The North Lakes’ board believes these rules are necessary to insure everyone can enjoy the pool. The last
thing we want is for the city pool inspector to close our pool for any infraction. Should this occur, we all
lose out.
Thank you for your cooperation and interest in the pool this summer.

The North Lakes Board

